Preventing truck
yard struck-bys with
effective controls
A safe truck yard is welldesigned and has effective safety
controls in force at all times.
In July of 2019, a Mississauga man died after being hit by
a truck at a transportation company’s yard. Less than a
month later, a driver was killed in a Cambridge truck yard
when he was pinned between a trailer and a building. He
had been helping another driver back up.
Truck yard deaths and injuries in Ontario are all too
common—even when firms have excellent safety records.
Unfortunately, no firm, no matter how complete their
health and safety management system, is free from the
risk of struck-by injuries in their yard.
Companies must examine the steps they take to minimize
the risk of struck-bys and other dangers in their truck
yards. By doing hazard assessments and implementing
controls, an employer can make any truck yard safer.
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How safe is your yard layout?

Proper training is key

Make sure your hazard assessment considers yard layout.
This should include studying the effectiveness of safety
controls for traffic flow, speed limits, and designated
spaces for trucks to load, unload, and safely manoeuvre
and park.

Training creates awareness of dangers and teaches drivers
and yard workers the steps they need to take when
communicating with each other on the yard. For instance,
properly training signallers and drivers to check their
surroundings before reversing can save lives. When both
signallers and drivers understand what is expected of
each of them, safety is doubled.

It is vitally important to separate vehicle from pedestrian
activity in the yard. For instance, do the designated
pedestrian areas or physical barriers separate people
safely from vehicles? Are yard workers and drivers
following best practices and procedures when they work
around loading docks?

Vehicles and blind spots
Blind spots while vehicles are backing up are often the
cause of injuries and deaths in fleet yards.
One way to make your crew aware of the danger of blind
spots is to show them where the view is restricted on a
truck or heavy equipment. Let them sit in the driver’s seat
and see the blind spots for themselves.
Also consider using the following devices:
•
•
•
•
•

Extra mirrors in your yard
Cameras on the rear of trucks
Backing-up alarms on all vehicles
Radar systems monitoring rear blind spots
ID tags that signal to a driver a worker is nearby

Cover best safety practices
Ensure your policies and procedures cover all the best
yard safety practices that your yard workers and drivers
are required to follow, including:
• High-visibility on-site clothing
• Speed limits
• Clear rules for signallers
• Detailed procedures for working around loading docks

There are no exceptions
Everyone needs to obey safety policies and practices.
No exceptions. Anyone knowingly or unknowingly
disregarding a safety policy needs to be re-educated
on safe practices as soon as possible—whether they are
supervisors, employees, contractors, temporary workers,
or visitors.

Communicate, communicate, and
communicate
Employers and management must talk to drivers and
yard workers themselves about any near misses. These
opportunities should also be used to discover what
helped to cause any dangerous incidents and to evaluate
the existing controls.
A safe truck yard is well-designed and has effective safety
controls in force at all times. It is also regularly assessed
for ways of improving and building upon the existing
health and safety practices.
IHSA offers a variety of transportation-related courses
and resources that cover hazards of the trucking industry
and ways to reduce them.

For more information, visit:
ihsa.ca/topics_hazards/struck_bys
ihsa.ca/topics_hazards/traffic_control
ihsa.ca/roadsafetysolutions
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